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Report That He Had Decided to Greatest Crime of Age is to Dr. I. N. Woodman of Virsyl-vani- a Each Man Is Expected to AverHave Numerous
Asks for $10,000 Dam
Boycott American Candiage More Than a Thousand
Defamation.
Names.
dates Untrue.
Offspiing.
ages for

ThousChief Executive Will Be Given One Million
Pecos
in
Dollars
and
Needed
for
Rousing Welcome
Construction.
Valley. ,
Six-Hundr-

POPE IS NOT ANGERED CALLS

ed

Two rather sensational suits were
Washington, April 14. "Ten years
Venice, April 14. Mr. Roosevelt arBright and early tomorrow morning.
twelve
or
ten
of
this
the
to
hence
be
father
three
at
train
this morning in the district court the inauisitive census enumerator will
here
filed
rived
by
The
morning and after journeying by gon- children will be as much of a dis- for Taos county. One is brought by'beein to make his rounds. In Santa
secretary of the interior received the dola through a number of canals and grace as being a confirmed drunkard Dr. I. N. Woodman of Virsylvania,,
ajpe and Albuquerque he must finish
decision of the commissioner's valua- viewing the beauties of the city, de- at. present," last night declared Mrs. newcomer from New Jersey, against his job in fifteen days, that is by April
Lareiene Helen Baker of Spokane, the Mrs. Mary Margaret Young for $10,000 .10. In other towns, and parts of the
tjon piaced oa the required land of parted this afternoon for Vienna.
An
Absurd
suffragette who will be heard at the damages, for defamation of character. Territory, thirty days are given for
Report.
the Rjo Grande pr0ject. The govern- 14. The report that convention of the National American
Rome,
April
the the work, although many enumerators'
ton, D. Cy, on April 30.
ment .iu give a bond or deposit the the Pope has eliminated the names of Woman Suffrage Association which The defendant is the widow of
of
and
J.
late
will doubtlessly complete their worl
Young
Questa,
Henry
New Mexico at San Diego Exposition. mmey and then rugh forward the Americans from the list of candidates opened in this city today. Her studies
a letter which before that. Census Supervisor Pau
sets
out
the
complaint
MeA.
sihe
By the appointment, of D.
fe
Tke 'secretary will make a date for the cardinalate has been,, found of children all over the world,
it is alleged Mrs. Young wrote to Mrs. A F. Walter and his office force con
erroneous upon investigation. It is said, had convinced her that "Not John Pullman at Morrlsville, N. .1., in
wuicni" with the President and with
.pinerson oi AiuuqueiiiuK,
sisting of Chief Clerk Clement
board
were
Mills today completed the
authoritatively denied today, and the more than ten per cent of them
Woodand Clerks W. H. Kennedy and
tVe matter of son of the house appropriation com idea that such a step had been taken children of love, and the other ninety which she denounced Doctor
is to take-uto
man
not
Mrs.
her
have
F. Newhall, have been
aud
Edith
any
warned
He
Smith.
"Roosea proper representatioi and display mittee and Congressman
because Theodore Roosevelt did not per cent were not wanted."
working assiduously to prepare the
for New Mexico at the Panama canal insists on setting aside $1,600,000 for visit the Pope is characterized as velt, poor, ignorant man," said she, dealings with him.
The second suit contests the will of way for the census enumerator. More
"urges large families, but I tell you,
exposition at San Diego. California, in- work from August to May, it being the ridiculous.
The board consists of Gover- intention of Congress to press this
it is quality we want in children. It the late Henry J. Young and is than ten thousand pieces of mail have
1915.
Duke of Abruzzi Calls.
M.
Samuel been sent out the past week much to
is the mental, not the physical that brought by his son, Joseph
J.
William
Mills,
nor
project. It is believed that the Presi
Venice, April 14. During tlhe morn
postoffice
vs.
and
action
rules
A. Otero, Carl Lotave and D. A. Mc- - dent will assist
Young, the disgust of the local
Young
Margaret
today
Mary
on
progressive
Mr.
ing the Duke of Abruzzi called
force. Posters have been displayed in
crime
teaches
us
the
that
greatest
Georgiana May Young, Henrietta
uelauuRoosevelt.
The two chatted together
President Accepts Invitation.
Terriof all ages is too many children."
Young. The petitioner alleges every nook and corner of the
Preparing for Governor's Reception.
Washington, D. C, April 14. Presi for some time.
300
census
enumerators
have
Both.
Can't
Please
tory;
was
married to Rosario
that his father
Territorial Secretary Nathan J ana dent Taft today promised to go to Want Rosevelt For President Again.
instruct14. President Vigil, the
and
been
coached
New
equipped,
York,
April
aban
but
mother,
plaintiff's
was informed today that Roswell is Monroe, Mich., on June 14, to attend
country Taft
Venice, April 14. The
by promising to address the Wo- doned her in 1S86 and married Mary ed; Special Agent Samuel E. Day for
making extensive preparations for the unveiling of a memorial statute of through which Colonel Roosevelt and man Suffrage convention which opens
Margaret Syvier, whose children the the Navajo reservation and Elmer
the reception of Governor Mills on!General Custer. Monroe was Custer's his son passed on the road from in
today, has aroused above defendants are. The petitioner Marsh for the Pueblos, L'tes and
Washington
leave
will
23.
The
governor
lome.
April
Porto Maurizio to Venice, was pleas the wrath of the "antis" who have
alleges that the will of his father who Apaches, as well as Special Agent
Santa Fe in the forenoon of tihat date
ing to the eye, and the journey of it sent him a letter of protest. The com- died on October 20, 1909, had been George V. Newton for mines and manautobe
awaited
will
and
by special
self, delightful, was made doubly en- munication is signed by nine repre- made while
REPORTED
unduly influenced and un- ufactures are covering their ground
mobile at Torrance. The same even- REAL ROMANCE
COLORADO.
AT
joyable by the welcome which the ex- - sentative members of the New York der intimidation, and while the tes thoroughly, and taken altogether
PUEBLO,
at
a
be
will
he
reception
given
ing
state movement opposed to woman tator was
president received' at every stop.
will be given' the most comphysically and mentally
Roswell by the people, which promises
collected
suffrage.
E.
WorkAt all the stations crowds
Koch, a Laundry
weak; that the second Mrs. Young plete and accurate census it ever had.
to be a great event. On April 25, Gov- Mrs. Alice
to cheer and little knots of Ameri
er Wakes Up to Find Herself
formed a strong and violent dislike to The cost for New Mexico will be
ernor Mills will deliver the commencecans pressed forward to greet Colonel REQUISITION FOR
a French Princess.
the plaintiff and that he was disin- nearly $10,000. Of course, there will
ment address, at the New Mexico MilMILLIONAIRE GRAFTER.
Roosevelt and shake him by the hand.
herited. He makes a number of sen- be certain percentage of error; there
itary institute.
excla
reiterated
them
the
of
Many
sational allegations and asks that the is in every commonwealth, but the aim
14.
Alice
E.
- Notaries Public Appointed.
Mrs.
Pueblo, April
Frank K. Hoffstot, the Steel
mation :
will be set aside and that he be de- - is to reduce it to the lowest fraction.
in
this
wife
a
of
laundryman
Koch,
Governor Mills today appointed the
Will Be Taken Back
an
clared the sole heir. The estate is said Newspapers and commercial bodies
our
to
must
"You
be
to
be
heiress
president again."
following notaries public: Leo C. Van city, is believed
to Pittsburg.
have worked unselfishly with the cen
to amount to $30,000.
no
isl
estate
on
To
the
colonel
the
made
this
reply
G.
wealthy
immensely
Hecke of Santa Fe, and Charles
sus bureau to assure a good census
a
addition
in
and
of
for
and
all.
but he had a pleasant word
Martinique,
Given of Silver City.
Harrisburg, Pa., April 14. Gover
and conditions are favorable in every
GETS
princess of French and Spanish exTHREE
FOR
YEARS
nor Stuart today signed a requisition
Incorporation,
The following are the enumtraction related to Empress Josephine. UGLY RACE WAR
MINING SWINDLE. respect.
on Governor Hughes of New York, for
who will start out on their
erators
Incorporation papers were filed to- About thirty-fivago, the fathyears
MEXICO
IN
ON
the return to Pennsylvania, of Frank
day in the office of Territorial Sec- er died at sea,, and a young French'
K. Hoffstot the millionaire steel man Had Been Selling Stock, to Investors work tomorrow:
Raton
the
Nathan.
Jaffa
by
retary
man named Brusche married the wid Native
Bernalillo County."
and Used the Money to Declare
Employes Want to Drive Out ufacturer wanted in Pittsburg on
Elks Corporation of Raton, Colfax ow. The grandmother tried to steal
on
A.
American
of
Dividends.
the
Blake, Henry Gleason,
charges
bribery.
George
Superiors
county. The capitalization is
the child but the father brought her
Railroads.
Three More Grafters Confess.
Joseph R. Ribera, Nicodemus F. Chadivided into 2,000 shares. The di- to America, and eventually settled in
vez, Donaciano
Pittsburg, April 14. Though DisGutierrez, Juan R.
rectors are: Alva L. Hobbs, Christo- Denver. The girl was known as Alice
Chicago, April 14. William S.
William A. Blakeley
trict
Attorney
L.
McAfee, Cristopher
&
Mexico.
of
Garcia,
George
War
N.
Howard
the
American
and
Blackwell
Monterey,
upon
president
pher
Brusdhe, but the real name was Juan
railroad men in this republic has did not proceed with the trials of the Mexico Mining Company, today was Sganzini, Neil Ferguson, Fred E. Ellis,
Bickley. The subscribers to stock ita Marguerite de Togales, a fact she
seven councilmen whose names were sentenced to three years
are: A. L. Hobbs, C. N. Blackwell,
imprison- - H. N. Packert, M. M. Dutcher, Librado
was not aware of until today, when been resumed by the native employes on
the criminal court list today ment and fined $1,000 by Judge Landis C. de Baca, E. S. Kates, Policarro, San- Howard L. Bickley, G. N. Flem- she was informed that her grand- of the railroad companies.
The na
with grafting, the hands of for using the mails to defraud.
Mrs. Leon B. Stephan, John A.
ing, A. H. Officer, H. P. Roseberry and mother had died eighteen months ago tives declare that they are discrimi- charged
were strengthened and lipps is
tlhe
prosecutor
to have sold $600,000 Werner and Pablo Abeyta.
25
shares.
E. C. Crampton, each
alleged
nated
the
On
and
estate.
that
to
the
foreigners
heiress
against
her
leaving
further efforts to deieat the course of stock in a mining company and to
Chaves County.
her twenty-firs- t
hirtlhday she married fill the more important positions to of the law met with rebuffs.
Inspected Capitol Annex.
have paid large unearned dividends
Governor Mills and Territorial Sec .at Cheyenne, Wyo., a young laundry the detriment and injury generally of
James W. Mullens, Fred A. Harned,
former councilmen who had out of money received from Wie purThree
as Mexican railroad workers. The nawould "stand pat" chaser's stock.
declared
retary Natfaan Jaffa today inspected worker she met while working
Roy B. Parsons, Samuel H. Runyon,
in
Denver.
tive unions have appointed a commit- pleaded nothey
Mrs. Grace E. Baker, James E. Wheelthe annex to the capitol which is un bookkeeper
defense and received the
tee of sixty to go to the City of Mexider construction. They found that
er, Andrew Canuteson, O. R. Rogers,
immunity bath. Efforts to harrass
co to present their grievances to Pres- the
with an increase of labor, the lower
M. T. Brockett, W. D. Clancy,
Rayprosecution by bringing technical
ident Diaz. They think it thus pos obstacle into tlhe case of another
floor can be finished within sixty days BASE BALL
mond E. Cottingham, William
E
sible to dislodge the Americans and were foiled. An attachment was isThis will be done should tlhe statehood
W. C. Alexander, Jr.
other foreigners employed in the rail- sued for another who was delinquent
bill pass, for the constitutional con
Colfax County.
road service. A number of Mexican in his appearance, while two others
vention with its hundred members,
E
Thomas
SEASON OPEN newspapers are espousing the cause of were given a further respite to decide
Herberger, Eli Burch, Jesus
would necessitate the using of the exL. Abreu, Arthur Officer, M. C. Pache-co- ,
tra .space. For the present, however,
their countrymen and publishing re. whether they would stand trial.
L. D. Slusher, J. T. Conway, R.
for the sake of, economy, the work is
John Casserly, Isaac Libson and
ports of alleged mistreatment of
Cline, Miguel Archuleta, Benjamin F.
John Hogue were the ones who con Filibusterer Condemned
being prosecuted with suclh force of Fans Will Soon Grow Excited
employees by their alien
to Owen, Bias Gallegos, C. W. Hague,
convict and other labor as is on hand.
fessed. Each acknowledged receiving
James Burkholder, Edward M. Keen- Death
From
Released
vote.
his
Over Championship
money for
Water Applications Approved.
an, Joseph Q. Welch, Wash Williams,
RAILROAD
CANNOT
GET
Territorial Engineer Vernon L.
Prison in Brazil
Contests
Isaac P. Littrell, Miss Julia Cotton,
IN
DEAL
RELIEF
BRINGS
TEXAS.
WIRELESS
SQUARE
followthe
Sullivan today approved
Miguel A. Lopez, William R.
TO SINKING STEAMER.
ing water applications: L. R. Lamy of
14.
San
"All
Antonio,
to
conduct
the
Texas,
Lincoln
April
county,
Nogal,
FAMILY
TERRITORY
STRENGTHENED
BIB
TEAMS
LOCATESJN
waters of a spring in a pipe line for
you've got to do in this county is to Tug Ranger Takes Off Crew and Pas
Curry County.
' the
get a crutch and walk down the street.
sengers of Santa Clara in
Green B. Creekmore, William Cur- irrigation of a small garden ; JosHeavy Sea.
eph Doherty of Folsom, Union county, Detroit and Pittsburg Are Again You'll be stopped a dozen times 5n
Was One of Expedition That ren, George L. Pickard, Pearl B.
two block by some ' booster' recomto impound the waters of Gallegos
Grady, Mrs. Laura E. Flournoy, WilCame to Grief in South
Picked for Winners This
creek for the irrigation of 400 acres.
mending a firm of damage suit lawliam W7.' Turner, George B. Shull, Guil
cam., April 14. After a
Eureka,
. Year.
America.
A certificate of construction was also
yers."
hard fight with the waves, the tug
ford W. Wheeler, Charles Scott and
issued by the territorial engineer to
Thus testified Lee W. Earnest, claim Ranger summoned by wireless to the
William H. Partlow.
"B. G. Randall for completing irriga
New York, April 14. A letter from
diamonds of the agent for the S. A. & A. P. railroai, in lelief of the sinking steamer Santa
Dona Ana County.
tion works on the San Fernando de Play ball. On the
the case of H. J. Cleary vs. T. J. Free- Clara, of the North Pacific Steamship the state
the
American
department was given out at Dudley Poe Garrett, J. Fred Lemon,
and
leagues,
'Taos in Taos county for t!he irriga-- , National
man .receiver of the I. & G. N., during Company's line, put into Eureka at
'
N. J., today announcing Rev. Jose C. Rodriguez,
tion of 175 acres.
Albert J.
premier clubs of organized , baseball the hearing of a motion in the 57th six this morning having on board the Hackensack,
who
A.
Louis
Vice
of
that
that
Fountain,
Geek,
of
city,
Ignacio
George
command
to'
District Court.
the
district court for a change of venue. passengers the crew of the wrecked
will respond today
MaOgaz,
e was condemned to death
Stanley
court
Llewellyn,
Stelly
one
a
and
of
the
ninety-fivThe
forth
had
set
railroad
by
vessel,
every
for
R.
John
company
McFie drew umpires to commence the struggle
Today Judge
B.
William
P.
Lowell
son,
Carroll,
has
persons aboard the Santa Clara martial in Brazil for filibustering
the jurors for the next term of court the season's championships, and from that a fair trial could not be had in
Rasmussen.
He
off
released
from
in
at
been
The
taken
last
Santa
Clara
on
Boxar
preaccount
prison.
of
the
in Taos county.
safety.
county
now until October the beloved sound
.
Governor Mills Writes to Las Cruces. of the bat as it slashes against the judice that is said to exist against rail- which was bound for San Francisco, will shortly sail for this country. Vice
Eddy County.
Governor Mills expressed his appre- - horsehide covered sphere will be heard roads. The railroad company further bad almost cleared the bar yesterday, was one of a party of young AmeriGust A. Seltz, Claude F. Wright,
existed when she struck, heavily, and sprang cans who went to Brazil' with Sebas-tai- Emogene Kaiser, William E. Clark.
elation of Las Cruces, the Mesilla val- -' tn iha land. Th American Associa alleged that, a combination
a bad leak.. After going four miles
Magali, to filibuster in October, Wilson T. Berger, Robert G.
ley and her people in a letter sent the tion started its season yesterday. Ddz- - wnereDy tne damage suit industry was
Tupper,
'Las Cruces Chamber of Commerce. ens of minor leagues will begin their boosted; that the road had been sad down the coast, efforts were made to 1908. The entire party was arrested Daniel M. Elder, W. M. Daugherity,
The letter, addressed to A. R. Cole- playing within the next two weeks, and died with immense verdicts by juries return to Eureka, and wireless calls after a fight in which two Americans Harrel C. Atteberry, Harry H. Dilley,
for assistance were sent out but the were killed. Vice's mother and two
man, secretary follows:
v
by the first of May the championship prejudiced against it.
were soon put out, and the ves- brothers left Hackensack two weeks David Howe.
fires
"I reached Santa Fe Sunday and struggles will be fairly on. In both
Grant County.
aeo
Mexico
on
in
New
to
a
was
ranch
sel
live
when
the
slowly
settling
tug
take this, the first opportunity, to big leagues, the fight for the flag this JIM JEFFRIES WILL
J. Crocket Givens, John F. Durant,
Vice will go directly there on his
TONE DONE WORK, Ranger arrived. After several hours and
write to you as secretary of the Mesil-"l-a year promises to be as spectacular as
Oliver P. Williams. Edward A. Per- of perilous work in a heavy .sea, the return.
Valley Chamber of Commerce, to that of last season. The Champion
rault, E. R. Burch, Charles L. Cassady,
passengers and crew were taken off
ask you to extend my thanks to the Pittsburgs of the National League Worried By His Wife's Illness He in
Charles H. Lyons, Charles N. Brink-maboats
small
and
SAMUEL
CLEMENS
steamer
was
the
Feels That He Has Been Exermembers of your organization, and to have their winning team practically
Mrs. Harry B. Copeland, A. W.
left to her fate.
REPORTED QUITE ILL,
cising Too Heavily.
the other good people of Dona Ana intact, and strengthened if anything
Norcup and James A. Robson.
'bounty, for the courteous and enthu- at the first base and in the box. ChiGuadalupe County.
Mark Twain is Suffering From Heart
Ben Lomond, Calif., April 14. Jim NO MORNING SESSION
siastic greetings which were 'extend- cago probably will again be without
J.
Was
Benefited
Not
HYDE
and
Guadalupe
Francsico
AT
Trouble
TRIAL.
Marquez,
conis
much
worried over the
ed to me on the occasion of my visit to the services of Catcher Kling, but Jeffries
Bustamente, Lewis R. Haight, O. W,
By Trip.
ihis wife, who left camp yesof
dition
your beautiful city. I beg to assure Archer of the team was so fast the
York, Manuel B.
Baca, Juan J.
for home, where she is to un- Thirty More Veniremen Had to Be
you i will never forget that, kind latter part of the season that the fans terday an
New York, April 14. Samuel L. Clancy, Loui8 N. LeTestu, Francisco
to Obtain Three
she reUntil
Subpoenaed
operation.
dergo
treatment which was given me, and of the Windy City say that Kling will covers
Additional Jurymen.
he is relieved of appredemons, "Mark Twain," returned to A. Gutierrez, Henrique Aragon, Alfredo
that the remembrance of my trip will not be missed. The New York Giants hension and
New York today from Bermuda, It A. Chavez, Francisco D. Sannher.
Jeffries says he will indulge
linger in my mind for years to come. too promise to make' a hard fight for in very light training. This decision
was said that Mr. demons was con- Thomas B. Kenady, Stewart C. Rea.
14..Kansas City, April
Pending the
"Las Cruces is growing and improv the pennant. In the American League was received with satisfaction
Lincoln County.
by Jef- subpoenaing of thirty new veniremen, fined to his berth, suffering from heart
ing greatly, and I predict for Dona the Champion Detroits again are look fries' camp companions for it is be- no morning session in the Hyde mur trouble and that he was indisposed
Octaviano Perea, Charles U. Babbs,
Ana county a bright and prosperous ed upon as the most dangerous con lieved that Jeffries has been plung der trial was held. Three more ten- during the entire trip northward. The Airreuo
uonzaies, samuel G.
future.
testants. But with Philadelphia, ing too Iheavily into the conditioning, tative jurymen are to be obtained, sudden death of his daughter last Edar H. B. Chew, Willis H. High Beard,
tower,
"Very sincerely yours,
Cleveland and Chicago all strengthen- process with the fight with Johnson forty-fou- r
at the went to Bermuda in the hope of reibeing empaneled
"WILLIAM J. MILLS."
ed the race promises to be pretty.
so
close of the session last night.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
gaining his health.
Special to The New Mexican
Washington, D. C, April 14.

Governor Mills today appointed Ed-ward C. Wade, Jr, of Las Cruces, a
delegate to the eighth annual conference of state and territorial "health
officers with the public health ana
marine hospital service, at Washing- 1
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Bobolink

Oh. well I mind the heather, an' the
golden gorse, an' all,
An the murmurin of bees among
the flowers that smelled so sweet,
An' the hawthorn in the hedges an'
the ivy on the wall,
An' the poppies sure, they glowed
like fire when wind went t'rough

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHASES
WITH

MINOR CITY

inter Grocery Co.

Telephone No. 40

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fa.
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CALL AfJD SEE FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware,

Deco-

rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

Coke Ovens Resume

MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

CHOICE UTAH ALFALFA SEED 25c. per lb.
A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT OF FLOWER
SEEDS, ALL KINDS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS
ALL FRESH SEEDS.
AND ONION SETS,

F.

FRANK
tiKNERAI.

A"3C

OAXON
ROAD

4v

MULLIGAN & RKING
SUCCESSORS TO

J.

D. MULLIGAN

UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING
Ik

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
& NiciTH
dayPHONE

PICTURE

ion

FRAMING

IB

IOC

Den
TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

ov-

PALACE
AVE
DONE

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
All kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.

Two Deaths at Insane Asylum-Ne- stor
Gonzales of Socorro, an inmate
of the territorial asylum for the insane at Las Vegas the past sixteen
years, died this week. Death also
came to Inez Serna, a
patient from
Albuquerque.
Fatal Duel in Chaves Countv
A. S. Luckie, in
charge of windmills
for the Turkey Track outfit, was shot
and instantly killed at 4:30 yesterday
aiternoon at the Cedar Point ranch
of that company, fifty miles southeast of Roswell in Chaves county. W.
T. Arnold, horse manager for the Tur
key Track,, gave himself up immedi
ately after the shooting, stating that
he killed Luckie and will give a full
statement at the preliminary hearing
on me claim of justifiable homicide.
The hearing is set for tomorrow after
noon before Justice R. D. Bell, of this
city. Arnold is here and has given
$5,000 bond, with the Dres:d?t. of ttie
Turkey Track and other pcowinent
men as security.
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plASTER.

AW

BROWN

generally fair and colder with
freezing temperature in north
portion. Friday fair and colder
in south portion.

Turn in Your Assessment Blanks
the last of this month all assessment returns must be in the hands of
the assessor. After that date a penalty will be added.
Train Late Santa Fe train No. 10
from the south was an hour late this
noon. No. 3 from the east arrived
almost two hours ahead of time as
tlie branch train did not wait at Lamy
for the belated train from the south.
Miss Bean to Play in Belen Miss
Virginia Bean, Santa Fe's talented
violinist, will give a violin recital in
Belen Monday night. Mrs. Bean will
Miss Bean
be her niano accompanist.
played at the Elks' theater here some
months ago and aroused her listeners
to a high pitch of enthusiasm. Belen
has a music treat in store.
Trees to Be Looked After Clefoes
Romero, superintendent of the penitentiary has assured Secretary J. A.
Rolls of the Santa Fe Board of Trade
that he will follow in the footsteps of
his predecessor in caring for trees
already planted. Doctor Rolls said at
the Board of Trade meeting Tuesday
night that there is every reason to believe that they can hold the ground
already covered besides putting out
an additional hundred trees.
More Rain Yesterday Jupiter Plu- vius again sent his showers yesterday
and he also sent snow which melted
as it fell. The weather w:as clear in
the forenoon and cloudy in the afternoon. The maximum temperature was
50 and the minimum 31 degrees with
a relative humidity of 66 per cent during the day. The lowest temperature
during last night was 32 degrees.
There was 0.10 of an inch of rain and
snow during 24 hours. The forecast of
freezing temperature in northern New
Mexico will doubtless alarm ordhard-ist- s
who have had many troubles during the past few weeks.
Liked
Red
Gasoline That the
American traveling salesman has as
many resources as a cat has lives was
recently demonstrated in Santa Fe according to a story which was going
the rounds today. It appears that the
salesman wanted to sell a merchant
a large consignment of gasoline but
the merchant declared that the gaso-l'nhe was selling was no better and
n. different from that he had been
buying. The salesman at once de
clared the gasoline he had was of ai
superior quality and promised to bring
around a sample later in the day. Re- turning to his prospective customer
the salesman showed to his astonished
Some crystals of
eyes red gasoline.
iodine were responsible for the metamorphosis, it is said. The salesman was rewarded so the story goes,
with a large order for the red liquid.
Pennsylvania and Santa Fe Officials
Hognob The rumor to the effect that
a business merger, or traffic arrangement, is pending between the Penn
sylvania and the Santa Fe railroads,
which may later develop into a more
substantial consolidation of t)he two
great systems, received additional
confirmation
afternoon
yesterday
when a number of prominent officials
of both lines met in Albuquerque and
after a brief stop there proceeded on
their way west, leaving for the Grand
Canon in a special train of six cars.
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The Shoes That Wear
Buster Brown Shoes for the Bojs.
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Fulper Pottery Company, Flemington, N. J., April 4, 1910.
The
Hardware Co.,'
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Gentlemen: We herewith beg to enclose you a credit memo for
covering one number eight Fulper Filter to be delivered at
once via cheapest route to Miss Meda Hess, M. D., OLaguna, N. Mex.
Kindly see that this Filter goes forward at your earliest convenience as there seems to be an epidemic of fever there and the
FILTER IS NEEDED AT ONCE.
Kindly advise us that you nave made this shipment and oblige,
Very respectfully,
(Signed) : FULPER FILTER CO.,
Wood-Davi- s
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L. PARKER,
Mgr. Sales Dept.

By SAMUEL

TRUE COPY:

This is but one the many instances where we are asked to ship

this Filter all over the country.
They are Nature's Natural Filters. They are the most effective
and sanitary Filters on the market
We will be more than pleased to give you a demonstration of the
Filter as we are now displaying same at our store.
Don't delay, but make an early call.
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HOW'S THISv
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re'
ward for any case of Catarrh that can
not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY, & CO.. Toledt., O.
We, the undersigned, have known F.
J. Cheney foi the last 15 yesand believe him perfectly honorable In all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
by his firm.
WALDING, KINN & MARVIN,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous r.urfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall s Family Pills foi con
-
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Hardware

We have it.

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL
RATON
YANKEE'

Screened

Weed
Lump

CERRLLLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Near A. T. & S. F. Depot.

Telephone

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Telephone 85

85

Unsurpassed Chocolates

Leras

Made in New Mexico.

FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED
I

FOR SALE
ONLY AT-
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ASK FOR A
SAMPLE

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
(INCORPORATED)
Room

19

Oatron Block, Santa, Fe, N. M.

Does a general ABSTRACT

f(
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REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE business

to loan on Santa Fe Real Estate
:
:
at low rate ot Interest

stipation.

of the best quality is obtained from olives picked before
maturity and immediately pressed. It is then called
-u
virgin Jii ana nas a greems tingen.
The quality here offered is Virgin Oil of especially fine flavor, imported from known
sources and therefore free from adulteration of any kind.
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Rush is On.
Spokane, Wash., April 14. Three
hundred men, mostly recent arrivals
SOLE AGENTS FOR
m the country, are nrosnectinsr for
yellow metal in the Ten Mile district in
Idaho county, Idaho, and hundreds of
others are making preparations to fol
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
low, the lure being the sensational
gold strikes in the district. George E.
Hour, Hay, Grain, Potatoes,
Hamilton, editor of The News at Elk
City, writes to friends in Spokane
that miners and prospectors are rushSalt and Seeds
ing in from all sides, adding that the
South Park trail from Grangeville to
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.
Newsome and Mud Springs, is lined
with gold hunters. "When the news
reached Elks City that a
ledge,
wmm showing native gold, had been opened
on the King and York group there was
DIAMOHPS
WATCHES
an exodus which left only 20 men in
a
town. Most of these would have
the
MANUFACTURER OF
but for business that demandjoined
Prices
1uM
Right
MEXICAN
ed
their
presence in Elk City. ProvisFitted by
Right Goods
ion dealers and outfitters of gold, as
Date
Methods
Servieo
Right
supplies are being sent by every stage
to
Newsome and Mud Springs. There
China and
is also much activity in placer mining
0 345 San FrancUc St.
SANTA FE, N. M.
in the district.
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$5,000.
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MERCHANDISE
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Big Farm Sale in Mora County
W. B. Martin, Jr., of Kansas City, Mo.,
has bought the Glen Mora ranch of
19,000 acres in the Cherry
Valley,
Mora county from J. P. Van Houten
of Oregon.
Postoffice at Mogollon Burned The
postofflce at Mogollon, Socorro county,
was destroyed by fire on Sunday morning. Only the outgoing mail was saved while all the other mails as well
as stamps were destroyed. The loss is

eeds Seeds

I

I

By

ens at Gardiner, Colfax county, ihave
resumed operations and in a short
time, 200 ovens will be burning.
Judge McFie Signs Decree to Quiet
Title Judge McFie has signed the decree quieting the title to the site of
the Camfield reservoir project on the
Las Vegas grant.
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I'd love to tell the children all about
the dear old land;
If Himself was here 'tis ever talkin'
of them days we'd be.
But the childer's all Americans they
niver understand,
And Himself is in his grave, far off
acrost the cruel sea.

S

Incorporated 1903.

Colo., April
Denver,
The weather forecast is tonight

In this lonely, great big country,
where the summer sun is blindin',
I mind me of the soft gray clouds
enfoldin' Galtimore;
l iook acrost tne empty helds an
sure, I do be mindin'
The village where we lived so close
we talked from door to door.
Whiles I forget, when I'm alone, an'
hear the hill streams fallin'
An' the tinkle of the sheep bells
but them days will come no more.
Oh, to hear the skylarks sing again
to hear the cuckoos call in
To hear Himself a comin' in, his
footstep at the door!

1910.
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the wheat!

PHONE
BLACK

Established 1856

I

Also VARIETY FRESH YEAST
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eak and miserable. If you have
Kidney or Bladder trouble. Dull head
pains, Dizziness, Nervousness, Pains
in the back, and feel tired all over,
get a package of Mother Gray's AUS
TRALIAN LEAF, the pleasant herb
cure. It never fails. We have many
testimonials from grateful people
who have used this wonderful reme
dy. As a regulator it has no equal.
Ask for Mother Gray's Australian Leaf
at Druggists or sent by mail for 50
cents. Sample FREE. Address, The
Mother Gray Co., LeRoy, N. Y.

W

THE IRISH GRANDMOTHER.
(Maud Going in "Success Magazine.')
look acrost the fields of corn for
long and many a mile
In this big, flat lonely country
where the childer all does be
The ripplin' rustlin' corn and oh, my
heart is wore the while
For the heather on the hills of dear
old Ireland, 'crost the sea.
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earned his way with a bull train
across the plains, by driving a team.
He had to stay in New Mexico six
New Mexico Military Institute
Give Them Help and Many Santa Fe
VbB
U
Fe and years before he could be admitted to
in
Known
Santa
Well
He
Was
Be
Will
People
Happier.
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Was One of the Actors in Stirring
the bar, locating at Las Vegas. He
'I have suffered with piles for thirty- "Throw Out the Life Line"
Wert Point of th Southwert."
Th
3r
was admitted in 1S71 by Judge Moses gix years. One year ago last April I be
Scenes of Olden Days.
The kidneys need help.
Detailed by War Department
Officers
Army
gan taking Cascarets tor constipation. In
Hallett, sitting at Trinidad.
They're overworked can't get the
'
course
the
week
a
of
noticed
I
the
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
(By Alfred Damon Runyon in Denver,
Throughout his career Judge Sulz-- " began to disappear and at the end ofpiles
poison filtered out of the hlood.
six
"A."
foaeher confined himself to the prac-X- weeks
Colo., Rocky Mountain News.)
They're getting worse every minute.
they did not trouble me at all.
Through Academic course, preparing young
the
civil
of
ever
tice
Will vnn hfiln them?
scarcely
me.
I
done
paying
law,
have
Cascarets
wonders for
more uicturesque figure
men for college or for business life. Great
Doan's Kidney Pills have brought moved through the stirring history of any attention to the criminal side, am entirely cured and feel like a new
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
Ww Mexico's earlv davs than that of which he disliked. He was associated man." George Kryder, Napoleon, O.
from the verge of despair.
which
unwell
of
k'""
any Military School In the Union. Located
Will cure any form of kidney troub- Judge Louis Sulzbacher, who visited with every grant movement
Pleasant, Palatable. Potent. Taste Good.
t.
t
of
Do
its
Never
or
Weaken
Good.
for
Sicken.
had
the
in
up
Gripe.
Bitterman
opening
Simon
purpose
oa
home
of
the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
the
at
le.
10c, 25c, 50c. Never sold in bulk. Theucn-uinl
tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
Thomas M. Baca. Cerrillos street, Denver last week. During the great the territory from the time of his
spot of the West at an e'evatlon of 3,700
cure or your money back.
9V
struggles developed by the land dence until he left there in 1890, and
Santa Fe, N. M., says: "My faith in
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
Doan's Kidney Pills is just as strong grants of the territory, he was partic- went to Kansas City,
Ittie rain or snow during session.
and it is recalled
--14
in the early days of New Mexico, the Dakota, there are sixty farms containtoday as when I publicly recommended ularly prominent
EJeven Officers. and Instructors, all graduthem in 1902. I was caused much suf- that when Ihe was attorney for Tom lawyers always addressed the jurors ing from forty to eighty acres each.
ates
from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
the lines of the famous n Spanish, because there were rarely The water-righ- t
charge is only $30 per
fering by backache for three or four Catron, whenwere
thoroughly furnished, healed. light
buildings,
setand
the
on
two
one
Americans
fixed,
Mora
more than
or
grant
acre, and the first payment required
years and though I never laid off from
modern
ir all respects.
edjand
tlers were ordered off, Sulzbacher was the jury, and they understood the in advance is $3.40 per acre, the balwork, my back was so painful at times
A. Cahoon, President; W
E.
REGENTS
formed
who
white
attacked
first
The
caps,
judges ance being payable in nine annual
language.
that it was all I could do to attend to to kill allbythose connected with the Spanish
Vice
President; J. Phelps White,
could also speak Spanish fluently. Af- installments without interest.
B, Hamilton,
what I was doing. Doan's' Kidney
W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
and was shot and seriously terward the interpreters had to be
grant,
Treasurer;
Burrows
of-at
Stripling,
Pills, procured
The Huntley project, Montana,
wounded.
used, but Judge Sulzbacher and his as
A Flday
.
,
.. ., i
.
ODI
& Co.'s drug store, entirely relieved
s
t f ",.,
euuy
handle
of
could
sociates
those
days
jlt'l lo
That did not deter him from proseFor particulars and Illustrated catalogue
me and I had no return of the trouble
eacn oi irrisauie
Spanish as well as they could Eng- averaging ioriy acreswater-righaddress.
for six months. At the end of that cuting the rights of his clients in the lish.
t
is
cost
$30
The
land.
of
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.
time my work brought on another at- least, however, and he continued fightper acre, in addition to which ft per
won the victory.
Adopt Spanish Laws.
Superintendent.
tack of backache. I at once took ingOnuntil he
The
acre
land.
must be paid for the
'"The civil law system in Porto Rico
another occasion, when SulzDoan's Kidney Pills and they gave me
the
initial
is
$4.60
acre,
payment
per
bacher was on his way to Mora, Ihe is different from that of the United
the desired relief. A medicine that was
New Mexican States," said Judge Sulzbacher. 'How-- i balance being payable in nine equal
a
attacked
by
again
for
made
it
claims
to
the
lives up
man noted as a dangerous ever, they are adopting more and more annual installments without interest.
outlaw
like Doan's Kidney Pills, deserves the character.a The outlaw fired
The Shoshone
upon the common law of our country. The
project, Wyoming,
strongest endorsement"
not
do
has
returned
United
who
of
States
the
available 257 farms averaging
Sulzbacher,
people
promptly
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 the fire
and wounded the outlaw.
thoroughly understand conditions in forty to eighty acres each of irrigable
Co., Buffalo,
cents.
our island possessions. It must be re land; water-righ- t
charge, $46 per acre,
New York, sole agents for the United
membered that it was civilized before payable
down, balance in
when
wars
'little
like
this,
Through
States.
,
our plains, and nine equal annual installments.
buffalo
left
had
the
Remember the name Doan's and (his life was constantly in jeopardy, there
really wasn't a great deal for
Sun River project, Montana: Eighty-fivthe judge arose from comparative obtake no other.
to do after they took
tne
Americans
men
one
of the great
farms vacant, averaging eighty
scurity to be
t
of the frontier, in a day when a man possession.
TO AND FROSS SOSWELL.
associ- acres each of irrigable land,
TO
was
men
I
whom
with
"The
Automobile to attract notice above his fellows had
$30
maintenance
acre,
per
Connection made wit
charge
on the bench were very able
ated
line at Torrance for R swell daily, to be absolutely fearless and prepared men, and the island has its great pub- and operation, 50 cents per acre; first
at all times to risk his life.
Automobile leaves Torrtuce for
lic leaders, the same as this country. payment $3.50, balance in nine equal
Nowadays the judge does not like to Porto
at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
Rico is only ninety miles long annual installments without interest.
at VI, noon. Automobik- leaves Ros- talk about those incidents. He much
' and about
thirty wide, but its exports Umatilla project, Oregon: Seventy Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fs rgo
well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and ar- prefers to discuss his experiences in ' are of enormous value. Conditions farms not yet taken,
averaging twenty
time
a
more
and
m.
The
territory, are
peaceful
rives at Torrance at 10 p.
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
constantly improving there in ev to forty acres each of irrigable land:
Mexico
New
residents
of
old
the
but
and
Fe
Torrance
Santa
between
fare
water-righ-t
and
mainfinancial
$60
way,
commercially.
ery
charge
per acre,
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Is $5.80 and between Torrance and and the southwest generally remem-- J
a thing as prohibition is un- - tenance and operation, $1.30 per acre.
"Such
a
man
as
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto- ber when he was regarded
First payment, $19.30 per acre; bal- Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
,
..
AAA T
J .. .
J
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
(ir
x
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a
in city oi os,uw
jun ance in seven equal annual install' juuge.
matter what contingency arose.
and all Foreign Countries.
two drunken natives in all my experi ments without interest.
the
after
Back
in
1900,
cure
right
Foley's Kidney Remedy will
ence there, but I saw a number of The above farms are
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
war, when the United
located in setAmericans."
drunken
any case of kidney and bladder troub- States had taken
tled agricultural districts. Neighbors
over Porto Rico and
le not beond the reach or medicine.
Judge Sulzbacher is a warm friend are plentiful,
was endeavoring to bring order out
transportation facilities
more.
Sold
do
can
by
medicine
No
of Judge Gunter of Denver,, a former are
good, towns are near with stores,
s
Co.
Colocourt
of
the
of
supreme
fronted 'with the problem of finding
and they spent much time to schools and churches. On several of
a man who could go to the island and rado.
the Kansas City man's these projects, eight farm houses are
hold of the matter of adminis- gether during
take
located along each mile of the main
SOCIETIES.
His
visit.
FRATERNAL
host, Simon Bitterman,
& DYE WORKS
tering the law after the American was a memler of his household from highways, giving the county more of
fashion.
a
suburban than a rural appearance.
time Mr. Bitterman was a small
MASONIC.
Such a man must needs be familiar the
On all of these projects, the crops last
boy.
FRENCH DRY AND STEAM CLEANING
with Spanish customs, as well as with
The fruit
is very wealthy and has year were satisfactory.
The
judge
was
man
a
Montezuma Lodge No American law, and such
practically retired from active life. farmer, stock man, general farmer and
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg not easy to locate. They had able During the fight of the Standard Oil truck grower will find what he is look
of
on
Porto
bench
the supreme
communications judges
ular
WE ALSO CLEAN GOWNS, OPERA
WE CLEAN, PRESS AND REPAIR
Company to secure the oil lands of ing for on one or more of these pro
first Monday of eacr Rico, but they were all Spaniards and the Indians in the Indian territory, he jects. No more capital is reauired to
AND GENTS
CLOTHES
CLOAKS, SILKS, LACES, GLOVES
LADIES
month at Masonic hall knew nothing of American law.
was the particular thorn in the side make a success on one of these farms
in
was
The
about
despair,
m.
president
7.30
at
p.
OLD HATS MADE NEW.
TIES, PARASOLS ETC
of the trust, and saved the lands to than on a wheat farm in Canada, and
when along came someone who knew
H. H. DORMAN,
the
additional
Indians.
the
of
advantage
remaining
was talking about, and said:
PRICES REASONABLE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
Acting Master. what he
in tne united States is augmented also
little
"Get Sulzbacher
that
get
Read the pain formula on the box of by the much more agreeable and mild.ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
Kansas City lawyer who used to be Pink Pain
Tablets. Then ask your er climate of these irrigated valleys.
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1, down in New Mexico. He's the man Doctor if there is a better one. Pain
Regular con- for you."
R. A. M.
means
East Side Plaza:
congestion blood pressure IMPROVEMENTS UNDER
Phone 132 Red.
Law for Porto Rico.
vocation second Monday of
somewhere. Dr. Shoop's Pink Pain
WAY
AT
FORT
SUMNER.
And
so
McKinley "got Sulzbacher," Tablets check head
each month at Masonic
pains, womanly
and it was about the wisest move he
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
Try one, and Company is Putting Up Fine Office
anywhere.
pain
pains,
could
made.
the
For
four
have
years
s
20 for 25c.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
Sold
see!
by
in Mission Style Work on
former New Mexican presided over
Co.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary,
New Church Resumed.
the supreme bench of the island at a
was
most
a
time
when
hand
steadying
FIFTY THOUSAND FAMILIES
Santa Fe Commandery No.
EMBROIDERIES
LACES
Special Correspondenc of the New
needed, and when he turned the court
HEADED FOR CANADA.
1, K. T. Regular conclave over to his successor it was a model
Mexican.
v.
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Port Sumner ,N. M., April 14. Comof its kind, and the law of the land
month, at Masonic xiau at was never so
They Will Take Along With Them pany officials were away again this
administered.
have just received our new Stock of this
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7:30 p. m.
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Fifty
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business
connected
Spaniards
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J. A. MASSIE. E. C.
SPRING and SUMMER 1910 EmbroidAmeican Money.
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ates, Sulzbacher was the chief justice
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
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good
eries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
of the court of last resort of Uncle
next few days will see some announceSam's little possession, and his work Canada is steadily increasing, and an- ments that will greatly accelerate the
during this month only. All new patterns and
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No.
was by no means easy, especially dur- - other wave of emigration from the movement already noticeable here.
and
Ancient
Accepted
ri4tn degree.
designs.
to Mexico has set in. It Lumber has begun
; Scottish Rite of Free Masonry
meets ing the. reconstruction period. He United States
arriving for the
PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THEM
came out of that task with flying, is estimated that not less than fifty company's fine mission
office
to
style
von the third Monday of each month
he was immediately sent thousand heads of families, most of be built on Main street.
and
colors,
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in into the western part of the Indian them successful farmers, expatriated
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The four mile grove of giant cottonSanta Fe, N. M.
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As a matter of fact, Judge
woods just east of the town has put
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The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1870
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FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.
'If you drop in at 5 o'clocx you can get a hot
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Now

supper ready to eat and you will not have to

wait.

Serving

Our Increasing patronage Is the
best prqof that we merit yours.

HERRERA
THE HOTEL CORONADO G.LUPKProprietor

RATES Ji.00 A DAY AND UP

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

Gregg's Peerless Hotel
EUROPEAN PLAN

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotel In Santa Fe, with hot and cold water in
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best CAFE In
the City in connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention given to traveling
meu, Give us a trial if you want first class service.
Corner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.
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HOUSE CLEANING TIME IS HERE!
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business.

C. W. Stone, former lieutenant gov- jernor of Pennsylvania, and who held
other political' positions , in- the. Keystone state, is registered at the Palace
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home in Alabama. They will be gone
six weeks.
C. H. Coates of Colorado Springs,
H. G. Decker, of St. Joseph, Mo.; F.
P. Kahnt of Denver; George Sherrard
and L. E. Granel of Salt Lake, and
J. A. Marson of Fort Worth, Texas
are traveling men registered at the

SURETY BONDS.
Modern Houses for RENT fand SALE;
Fruit Ranches and large undeveloped tracts.
We have everything in the above lines.
St.

Z&zrZ

Palace

Phone. Red Ho. 189

Wagner Undertaking Establishment

THE
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Dealers in Furniture.

FINE LINE OF Carpets and Rugs FOR THE HOUSE
J

All kinds of furnishings from ehinaware to stoves, and
ranges; Also a tine assortment of desks, chairs, table

for the babies.
and hat racks. Wagner folding
GREAT!!
are
They
Look over our stock and see if there isn't
something to interest you.
go-car-ts

Ornamental Doors.

are made to perfection from our

Lumber) because the wood is
perfect in every particular and
free from every imperfection of
knots, cracks and warpings.
Every foot of it is thoroughly
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so
it can be absolutely relied upon
by carpenters and builders, and
archiall sensible, wide-awa- ke
tects hereabouts particularly
mention our Lumber in their
specifications.

Charles W. Dudrow

for

Ihotel.

years!

oil,

a combination that lasts

WE GUARANTEE THEM.

We have all the sundries etc. that go with the line,

irrigation engineers, left yesterday
for southern Colorado to look after
irrigation matters in which his firm
is interested.
Mrs. Frank Williams and her
mother Mrs. Sherrod are visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Stewart at their
home on North Palace avenue and
will leave shortly for their former

(Established 1882)

119 San Francisco

lead and PURE linseed

TRUST CO.

COMPANY

&.

E"

When you paint you want QUALITY and goods that
WEAR. Ourjpairts are made from the BEST white

-

U NITED STATES BANK

"SUN-SHIN-

insidejfinishes,

and Mrs. L. Bradford
Prince left this forenoon lor their
Sunshine ' ranch in"'the EsiSanolk valley:
'. They- expect to return-- .
,
Saturday
.worked lard for your1, monay;..-- I s,ytm'l iLEVJV IT " WORR FOR
make you interest you wo n't have to ask for help should you evening.
Mrs. A. M. Todd and Mrs. Ralph
position.
Tucker, and Miss Mason, all of WashMake OUR Bank YOUR BANK.
ington, Pa., are at Gregg's hotel. They
.,
liberal interest consistent with safety.
are interested in some timber lands in
this county.
&
George M. Neel, of Xeel & Cooper,
;

We pay

Reason

if you use "SEWALLS HOUSE PAINT" and

-

;

a

THE;season for painting and decorating is at hand
and what you want isJGOOD, RELIABLE, pure and
lasting paints. You SIMPLY CAN'T make a mistake

territory.

,

HE

ill Your Borne

Frank E. Andrews and V. D. Shea
of this city were business visitors in
Albuquerque yesterday.
J. E. Peterson, of Algona, la., has
come here as a homesteader. He is
registered at the Palace.
Game and Fish Warden Thomas P.
Gable returned this afternoon from an
official trip to the southern part of the

hotel...; r; ',

Tires

"Put a Utile

Utah, is at the Coronado hotel.
W. T. White, a traveling man of
Kansas City, Mo., is at the Palace.
Attorney A. C. Voorhees of Raton,
is at the Claire. He is here on legal

v You've
YOU and
lose your
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brushes, dry colors oils, alabastine, muresco, stencils,
turpentine and wall paper. SEE OUR WINDOWS.

SANTA PE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.
Agents for YALE MOTORCYCLES.
Many Doctors Prescribe
proprietary medicines under a Latin
name charging for the written prescription three times the cost of the
medicine, and do not hesitate to conmedicine if it is
demn that
advertised or mentioned by the public.
There are, however, many honest
doctors who do not hesitate to openly
recommend and prescribe such standard remedies as Lydia E. Pinkham's

Hon. L. Bradford Prince has received an earnest invitation to deliver an
oration before the convention of the
Farmers'
Union of America, to be held in St. Louis from May
2 to May 10, which is expected to be
a very large and important meeting.
If he can attend, he will speak on
some topic beneficial to this section
of the country, but probably he will Vegetable Compound.
be unable to be away from home at
the time of the convention.
PROGRAM FOR EDUCATIONAL
"Mrs. W. C. Barnes, wife of W. C.
RALLY IS READY.
Barnes, who at one time lived on a
ranch near Koehler, and who is now Gumption With a Biq "G" and Other
in the forestry department at Phoe-n'x- ,
Lectures Noted Educato- - one
Arizona, spent yesterday visiting
of the Speakers.
with Mrs. C. N. Blackwell with whom
she had long been acquainted.
Mrs.
The following Is tne program for the
Barnes left last evening on No. 10 for
Educational
Rally and Inspiration InWashington, D. C, where she was on
her way from Phoenix to join her stitute, Friday and Saturady, April
husband. Both Mr and Mrs. Barnes 15th and ICth:
Program.
are well known in Raton and many
Friday evening, 9 o'clock, high
old time friends had the pleasure of
chool auditorium.
meet'ng Mrs. Barnes during har brief
Music.
visit between trains yesterday" RaAddress of Welcome Hon. Jose D.
ton Daily Range.
Sena,
Mayor of Santa Fe.
William F. Brogan, formerly city
Response Hon. J. E. Clark, Terrieditor of the New Mexican, for several
months past the efficient and aggres- torial Superintendent of Public Insive secretary of the Albuquerque struction.
Music.
Commercial Club, tendered his resigLecture "Gumption With a Big
nation at a meeting of tine board of
directors last night and Thomas J. G,'' Hon. H. R. Pattengill,
of Public Instruction of
Naylon, for nearly three years secretary of the board of education,, was Michigan.
elected to succeed him. Following the
Saturday morning, 10 o'clock, high
election of Mr. Naylon as secretary, school building.
the directors adopted a set of resoluTeachers' meeting, first session.
tions of regret at Mr. Brogan's resigPaper "Keeping Pupils in School"
nation, extending to him their sincere
Miss Lawhon.
thanks for his earnest and faithful en- .. Practical Talk Mr. Pattengill.
deavors in the interest of the organiPhysical Culture Drill Pupils of
zation. Mr. Brogan will continue to Miss McGibbon.
make his home in Albuquerque, and
Practical Talk Mr. Pattengill.
has accepted a position which will
Saturday afternoon, 2:30 o'clock,
permit him to continue to be the con- high school building.
sistent booster for the Qity that he has : Teachers'
meeting, second session.
always been since his arrival there '; Paper "The Spirit of the Young
from Santa Fe several years ago.
Teacher" Miss Doane.
Practical Talk Mr. Pattengill.
Any lady reader of this paper will
City School
Paper "Rural and
on
a
"
receive,
clever
request,
Miss
Sweet,
Teaching"
Coffee Strainer Coupon privii Practical
Talk Mr. Pattengill.
lege, from Dr. Shoop, Racine. Wis.
8 o'clock, high
Saturday
evening,
It is silver plated, very pretty, and
'school auditorium.
all
positively prevents
dripping of tea
Music.
or coffee. The Doctor sends it, with
his new free book on "Health Coffee" ; Lecture Mr. H. R. Pattenbill.
sitoply to introduce this clever subMAKE ANOTHER EF- stitute for real coffee. Dr. Shoop's WILL
;
FORT
TO END COAL STRIKE.
Health Coffee is gaining its great
y
Kansas City, Mo., April 14. Coal
because of: first its exquisite
taste and flavor; second, its absolute miners and operators of Missouri, Oklahoma, Kansas and Arkansas in adhealthfulness; third, its economy
1
25c; fourth, its convenience. journed conference
today, having
No tedious 20 to 30 minutes boiling. failed to reach an agreement to end
"Made in a minute", says Dr. Shoon. the present strike, met in Kansas City
Try it at your grocer's, for a pleasant and will try again to adjust differ
'
ences.
surprise. Frank Andrews.
jj
self-sam-

GUARANTEED.

$M

B

m

mrschbaumUome

m

& 1

e

""rem

WE POINT PROUDLY
to the fact that we handle only a line
of drugs and remedies known to be
pure and efficacious; and that our
experience enables us to give the best

satisfaction to our patrons. Everything that ought to be in a first class
drug store you will find here, at
prices that are satisfactory, and, in
the very best qualities.
& Company.
S
Where your dollar buys the most.

STRIPLING-BURROW-

KIRSCHdAUM

.

.'

"No-Drip-

;

READY-TO-WE-

AR

ANY PRICE.

ARE ALL WooL-HAN- D
FITTING. THE
CLOTHED To 5E HAD AT

CLOTHED

TAILORED-FOR- M

BE-5-

$12,50

TO

$20.00.

YoU CAN PAY MORE IF YOU WANT, To.

THAT'SYoUR

bUSINE.

W. N. T0WNSEND & CO.
OUR MOTTO;

'LIVE AND LET LIVE."

.;

Order to introduce my work I
will, for 30 DAYS beginning April 1
maks'mv fine $5.00 Cabinet Photos
for $3.00 and my $3.50 Photos for $2.50 per dozen

Photos

No ticket schemes or cheap premiums to offer. One price to all.
REMEMBER THIS FFER IS GOOD FOR ONLY 30 DAYS.
All work guaranteed,

w5i"E?8

THE EL PIHON STDDIO

.Please.

AJM22,l-

-

pop-u'arit-

b.

.J.-

'

CLARENDON
GARDEN

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
DESIGNS. CHOICE APPLES NOW.

CLARENDON POULTRY Yards

ESrday

Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White Wyandottes. Chickens
are yarded In the orchard under the trees and fed on clean wholesome 'food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoning.
EGGS FOR HATCHING. A few choice cockerels for sale

IS

PAY
si Bid
J.

1A Hniir! Flortrir QoniVv
uir iiviii LivvUlv Jvl Vlvv
On and ffcer Mareh 1st.

Wtee m

se 3as& places
Santa Fe Water

and ; Light

BAY
CUUUIUI

SSSRSSSSST
Company

UT
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Company.

Railway

'21

19

In effect March 1st

30
20
35
50
10
9 35

A
2 30
2 50

16
20
25
31

42
0
7
42

3 55
4 12

4 12
4 30

in

Jw

7.

5 00

55 50
6 08
6 35

11

'

H2

Hire,

86
88
94

f7 18
7 35

Ar

22

20

IX' a

tl

2
68
76
82

001

2

Moines, N. M ..Av
Capulin
Vigil
Thompson
Cunningham
Af Clifton House X. M I,y
Lv
Ar 12 00
Raton, N. M
Ar. Clifton House. N. M..Lv 1137
Lv.. Clifton House N' M.Ar 1137"
11 20
SPreston
j
Koe hierjuiK-tio".
Koeh ler
10R1.
Colfax
tl0 10
f 9 42
Cerrososo
9 25
Lv
Ar
.Cimarron
Lv
Ar 8 55
Ciniurrou
Nash
ii 47
Lv.

0

-

JHAIR NOW. and they don t lave to
wait weeks and months for results either.
You will notice marked improvement alter
he very first application.

(Read Vp)

STATION'S

Miles

1

7
f 8
f 8
f 8
f 9

1910

5 00
f 4 15
f 4 05
f 3 45
t 3 25
2 55

L1;-

77777777

Harlan

Danderine

10 00
9 40

....

jyj::r

::::::::::

y
.7.7....

f8 37

Ute Park, N. M.. .Lv

9

8 20

is quickly and
thoroughly absorbed by the scalp
and the hair soon shows the
effects of its wonderfully ex
hilarating and
qualities. It is pleasant and
easy to use simply apply
it to the scalp and hair
once a day until the
hair begins to grow,
then two or three
(imes a week till,
desired results are

NORTH ROUND:
SOUTH ROUND
No. 1. 4.48 a. m.
No, 8. 10.44 a. m.
No. 7.6 49 p. in.
No, 2. 11.11 p.m.
Track connection with A. T. A. S. V. Ry.at Raton and Preston with O, AS. Ry. at
Des Moines K. P, S. VV. Ry. at Colfax, N M, and Cimarron & Northwestern at
Cimarron, N. M. which is depot or following station Ocate, Miami, Rayado
and Red Lakes, N. M
Ute Park. N, M. is depot for the following stations in N. M. Arroyo Seco, Aurora,
Raldy Black Lakes, Oerro, Kliznbethtown. Lobo, Uuesta, Ranchos de Taos, Red
River City, Talpa, Taos and Twining.
Daily. fFlag, tDaily except Sunday

Raton,

F.

VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. & G. M.,
Raton, N. t

N. M.

M,

If i

S I

Hair

f

and we can

PROVE

IT!

"

Eliza-bethtow-

A lady from California writes
in substance as follows:
I have been using your wonderful hair tonic for several montba
aud at last lam uowtilepsedwlth a
wonderful sultof hairthat measures over4S inches In length; the
braid 1b over 8 Inches around.

Another from New Jersey:
After uslnK sixth bottle I
am happy to say that I have as
nice a bead of balr as aDyone In
New .Jersey.

.

Superintendent,

'

obtained.

Connects with K, P. & S. W. Ry, train No. 121 arriving in Dawson, N, M. ai 6:15 p. ni.
Connects with E.P.&S.W. Ry, train No. 123 leaving Dawson N, M. at9:55a.m.
SStage for Van Houten N, M, meets trains at Preston N. M.
U.ifcS. Passenger trains arrive and depart from DeMolnes aa follow:

E. J. REDMAN,

Grows

EVERYBODY CAN HAVE BEAUTIFUL

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
tRead Ilowui

Aragon, J. R. Milligan.
Snow remains only on the highest
mountains; slight prospects for water
this spring. Luna, C. B. Martin,
There is less water in the streams
than for several years and snow remains only in the highest mountains.
Reserve, L. Baldwin, The outlook for
water for irrigation is not encouraging. Hanover, B. Rosenfeld, There is
no snow in this section. Mimbres, C.
Dennis, There is no snow here and
water in Rio Mimbres is insufficient
for irrigation in this valley. Redrock,
R. H. Woods, There is no snow at all
and water in streams is very low.
Duncan, Ariz., J. L. T. Watters, Very
little snow fell during the past winter
and streams are low and moisture is
needed.
Canadian and Northwest Watershed.
Aurora, J. C. Lucero, The month
was warm and the snow melted rapid
ly, even in the timber, but there are
still big drifts in the canyons.
M. M. Carrington, Snow is
packed hard on the north hillsides and
in the timber; good outlook for water
Chacon, A. Lucero, The snow is well
packed in the canyons. Ocate, N. Weil,
There is no snow in the valleys in
this vicinity. Rociada C. P. Rudulph,
Warm weather during March melted a
considerable nortion of the snow on
the mountains and streams were nearly bank full during the month.
Pecos and Southeast Watershed.
Harvev's UDDer Ranch, S. B. War
ner. The snow is evenly distributed
on the nearby mountains, about 10
inches deep and compact; on the
north sides it is from 12 to 20 inches
and drifted in canyons 4 to 10 feet;
good outlook for water. Porvenir, M
Romero, The snow is drifted with
few deep banks; considerable lies on
north slopes below 10,000 feet. Salado J. C. Sena, March was a very dry
month, a little rain on the 15th. Boni-to- ,
G. Braun, We had more at this time
last year. Elk, B. Cleve, We have had
very little snow this winter, jviesca
!er0; p E jettey, There is no snow
near here, but water is holding out
well.
Pinon J. C. Chronister. There is
no snow left here. Queen, J. W. Tulk,
We have had only light skifts of snow
that melt off quickly and the outlook
for water supply is poor.

14,

1910.

many years.

It 1

St, Louis Rocky
Pacific

THURSDAY, APRIL

This

Great

Hair-Growi-

ng

Remedy can now be
had at all druggists in three sizes,
25c, 50c and $1.00
per bottle.

WILLIAMS,
G. P. Agent,
Raton, N. M.

To snnw how quickly
...( Craa
lice Danderine acts.we

r

iii

will send a large sample free
by re turn mail to any one who
sends this free coupon to the

a'

rjirh

Knowlton Danderine

Co., Chicago,

with their name and address
and 10c In sliver or stamps
to pay postage.

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

i

HOTEL ARRIVALS
Palace.
H. C. Hunter, Chicago; E. Schoe
man, St. Louis; c. W. Stone. Warren.
Pa.; J. E. Peterson, Algona, la.; L.
D. Hobson, Denver; W. T. White, Kan
sas City; R. S. Roberts, Pearce; C. H
Coates, Colorado Springs; H. G. Deck
er, St. Joseph, Mo.; F. P. Kahnt, Denver; George Sherrard, L. E. Granel
Salt Lake City; W. A. Dumans, Den
ver;- J. A. Mason, Fort Worth, Texas

Claire.
Cerrillos; L. S. Carroll
Albuquerque; A. L. French, Alamosa;
A. C. Voorhees, Raton.
A. Yoakum,

Coronado.
Mrs. J. L. Trujillo, Taos; M. P.
Thomas, Eminence; J. E. Penn, Emi
nence; George E. Hancock, Roosevelt,
Utah; A. N. Starkey, Stanley; J. F.
Wurster, Moriarty; Ascencion Chavez,
eBrnardo; Ridge Whitlock, Estancia;
Roy Voorhees, El Paso.
Gregg.
J. B. Hayden, Minneapolis; Mrs. A.
M. Todd, Mrs. Ralph Tucker, Miss
Mason, Washington; T. S. Greening
P. E. Benson, Alamosa, Colo.
The old fashioned way of dosing
a weak stomach or stimulating the
Heart or Kidneys is all wrong. Dr.
Shoop first pointed out this error. This
is why his prescription Dr. Shoop's
Restorative is directed! entirely to
the cause of these ailments the weak
inside or controlling nerves. It isn't
so difficult says Dr. Shoop, to strength
en a weak Stomach, Heart, or Kid
neys, if one goes at it correctly. Each
inside organ has its controlling or in
side nerve. When these nerves fail,
then those organs must surely falter.
These vital truths are leading drug
gists everywhere to dispense and rec
ommend Dr.
Shoop's Restorative.
Test it a few days, and see! Improve
ment will promptly and surely follow.
'

norm siopes. auuui u lucura ut
fell during March,
BULLETIN
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Rio Grande Watershed.
and
all
Points
in
New
Douglas,
Osier, Colo., Wm. Jenkins, The snow
Local Office U. S. Weather Bureau. is very much drifted and packed
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and ot the
hard. At 9,000 feet 14 inches of snow
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
1910. fell during the month, and at timber
13.
X.
M.,
Santa
April
Fe,
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
March was unusually warm and the line about 20 inches; not as much as
was light; it was confined former seasons. Aspen Grove, J. D.
snowfall
&
Snow on the ground March 31, 1910.
Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
Co.
almost entirely to the higher moun- Maupin, The snow is melted except on
on
the
mountains
north
hill
but
sides,
Terhalf
of
the
of
the
northern
tains
there are drifts from 4 to 5 ft. deep.
ritory. The snow melted rapidly dur- Good
TIME TABLE ALL
carprospect for summer water.
streams
the
month
and
Counties.
Stations.
ing the
old
W.
The
J.
Bateman,
ried an increased volume of water Canjilon,
LOCAL TRAINS
2,
in
canyons
until toward the close, when a cold snow is gone except3 to the
10 ft. deep.
where drifts exist
Leave Santa Fe at 8:10 a. m. to conperiod checked the melting.
inches of new snow fell the 28th
Eight
For Rates and full information address
nect with No. 10 from the south and
In the higher altitude of the San and 29th; outlook for water is good. SAN JUAN WATERIns Ins west, also No. 3 from the east, reJuan and Rio Grande drainage areas Chama, F. C. Johnson, There is no SHED AND NORTHWEST.
there is an abundance of well packed snow left on south exposures
but Ohromo, Colo
Archuleta .. 4.0 30.0 turning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 p. m.
30.0
Leave Santa Fe at 4 p. m. to consome places it is in drifts some yet in canyons and north niu Pagosa Junct. Colo.
in
snow;
A.
6.0 24.0
Pagosa Spgs. Colo... San Juan.
nect
with No. 1 west-bounalso takes
ten feet or more in depth, and in many sides. Gallina, A. W. Sypher, The Blanco
0
ol
El Paso Texas.
8.0
d
No. 2
for
passengers
pass
places it is frozen and almost solid snow is drifted and swept into can- Orozier
0
Blackrock
McKinley..
0 2 0
Lamy at 6:30 p. m. Returning
ice and consequently will melt slow yons, and the outlook for water sup- Ram ah
ing
o!
2.0 arrive at Santa Fe 6:30 p. m. with No.
ly. There will be sufficient water tor ply is better than at any time in last Zuni
0
Valencia...
Oopperton
San
of
the
l's connection only,
3
in
the valleys
RIO GRANDE
years. Hopewell, J. D. Blanton, The
irrigation
Colo
Conejos .... 48.0 56.0
Leave Santa Fe at 7:20 p. m. to con
Juan and Rio Grande during the com- snow is 32 inches on the level here Osier,
0 24.0
Klo Arriha.
Abiqulu
0 48.0
nect with Nos. 7 and 9 west-bounand is about 3 ft. in the canyons, but Aspen Grove
ing season.
Canjilon
Return
I 60.0 and Nos. 4 and 8
In the upper Pecos there is enough the nearby mountains are bare at
Chama
0 ii'.'o'
2
arrive at Santa Fe 11:10 p. m.
3
'
at
Gallina
to ft. still lay
ing
feet, where
stored snow in the canyons of the
32.0 36.0
Hopewell
0 38.0
hiaher mountains to assure a fair wa this time last year. The snow left is Truchas
o 36.0
Tusas
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
26th
23d
from
to
but
the
ter supply for the districts depending packed solid,
Taos.
0 42.0
Arroyo Seco
a
Train
considerable
and
leaves for the north at 10:15
36.
0
0
occurred,
withmelting
Oerro
'upon water from the mountains
0 40.0
a. m.
warm days will start it again, 10 Hodges
36.0
in the Pecos National Forest Reserve. few
4.0
Train arrives from the north at 4
to 20 days earlier than usual. Truchas, Redriver
0 24.0
Taos
Over the Canadian and Northeast I.
0 22.0
Santa
Fe...
m.
p.
I
.ications
water
Ohimayo
for
supCordova,
0 12.0
'watershed the indications are that
are better than last year. Arroyo Stanley
0 12.0
ply
Sandoval..
Bland
water until the
0 16.0
j there will be sufficient
New Mexico Central.
J. M.
The snow is com- Pines
12. 0
PlacltaB
'seasonal rains set in. There is a fair Seco, in the Medina,
Train leaves Santa Fe at 8:45 a. m.
mountains and prospects Sulphur 'Springs
pact
4 0
'amount of snow stored in the timber are good for water. Hodges, J. D. Magdalena
Socorro..
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 9:45 p.
0 6.0
Puertecito
and higher canyons of that section.
10.
in
0 m.
.Snow
is
drifted
0
Bird,
Rosedale
considerably
0 6.0
There is a deficiency of water and the mountains, 6 ft. deep in some can Socorro
2.0 6 0
Sierra
Hermosa
0 12.0
snow in the San Francisco, Gila and yons, but other places bare; indica Kingston ...i
Watch for the Comet
2.0
Mimbres watersheds and less water in tions for a large water supply. Red Bluewater
The Red Dragon of the sky. Watch
SAN FRANCISCO,
OF
the children for spring coughs and
these streams than for several years. River Canyon, L. R. Penn, The snow OI1.A AND MIMBRES Socorro. .
a lim- is drifted into the canyons compactly Alma
m
colds. Careful mothers keep Foley's
12.0
(In the highest mountains only
Aragon
ited amount of snow is still found and and indications are for plenty of water Luna,
Honey and Tar in the house. It is the
until July. The snow in most cases Reserve
best and safest prevention and cure
Grant.
Fort Bayard
jthe indications are that it will be nec- is
solid and will melt slowly. Cundiyo, Mimbres
for croup where the need is urgent
essary to depend mostly upon seasonal
Redrock
rainfall and very little upon the ir- - T. Vijil, The snow in the mountains Duncan, Ariz
Graham ..
and immediate relief a vital necessity.
j
is compact and is melting slowly;
CANADIAN AND
Contains no opiates or harmful drugs.
irigation water.
NORTHEAST
.. , Colfax
The following notes are from re- - there will be enough water in streams. Aurora...
2.0 24.0
Refuse substitutes. Sold by Striping-Burrow- s
San Pedro, N. J. Strumquist, About 3 Bell
5 ports of correspondents :
Co.
o 85.6"
Elizabethtown
FE,
o
San Juan and Northwest Watershed. inches of snow fell during the month, VermejoPark
but is all gone. Bland, J. M. Morris, Albert
o
0
Union
Chromo, Colo., N. B. Price, The
o
0
TO
The snow is gone except that which Ouates
snow has melted rapidly
o
Pasamonte
0
during
0 30.0
Mora.
March. Two storms occurred amount- lays high up on the mountains and Chacon
Ocate
0
ing .to three inches:. the season is . at away from the sun in deep gulches. Rociada &
San Miguel.
6.0 30.0
' f
v.
PECOS
reC.
n
S. E,
i
snow
Some
i i
Pines,
F,
Kinnison,
iieasi d weens aueau 01 lasu year, fa-- j mains
in the deep canyons. Sulrihur Cowles...
Kast Las Vegas...... San Miguel.
The
gosa Jet, Colo., W. Zahriskie,
0 24. 0
Ranch
snow is melting faster than usual in Springs, E. D. Fluke, About 12 inches Harvey's
100 10. 0
Porvenir
n 8 0
snow
on
of
is
the
occurred
but
28th,
tlhe mountains, but I think there is
Bonito
0 6.0
Lincoln.
close of the month, doing Kos well
at
the
gone
.
0
Chavez
an
to
water
assure
abundant
enough
SELLING DATES
Mescalero
0
Summer Excursion Rates
Otero ...
much good, however. Rosedale, W. H. Piuon
supply for the season. Pagosa Spgs.,
0
snow is drifted on north Carlsbad
0
Eddy
Colo., C. B. Mack, The snow is quite Martin, The
0
and tlhe outlook for water is not Queen
evenly distributed higher up, but will sides,
as
as corresponding period
favorable
LOS ANGELES
melt off approximately one month
CHARLES E. LINNEY,
last
A
J.
J.
year.
Socorro,
Leeson,
conSAN DIEGO,
earlier than last year because of
Section Director.
tinued warm weather. Thirteen feet few spots of snow still appear on the
of snow have fallen during the winter top of the mountains. Estancia, M. A.
Good results always follow the use
at an altitude of about 8,300 feet. Romero, No snow occurred in March,
HACK
of
snow
the
is
Foley's Kidney Pills. They give
but
moun
in
the
SAN FRANCISCO
compact
Blanco, W. A. Creager, No snow left
relief in all cases of kidney
and
tains
outlook
for
water
is
favor
prompt
here. Putnam, R. Wetherill, No snow
Prom
here. Blackrock, W. J. Oliver, able. Mountainair, J. W. Corbett, Very and bladder disorders, are healing,
BARRANCA TO TAOS left
Try
There is some snow in the ravines and little snow is left on the south end of strengthening and
Co.
Manzano Mountains and there will them. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
One way via
Meets Both North South gulches and it is compact. Zuni, E. J. the
be
water
little
ditches
in
the
this
year.
on
is
Snow
drifted
the north
Davis,
PORTLAND or
Bounds Trains.
NEW RAILROAD TO BE
San Francisco, Gila and Mimbres.
sides of mesa and mountains; outlook
IN
BUILT
MEXICO.
SEATTLE,
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot for water is good. Copperton,1 J. B
Alma, M. A. Blake, No snow remains
the north bound train and arrives at Schell, The snow is about gone, but except in some of the deep gulches;
Taos at 7 p. m.
there are some small patches on less prospects for water than for It Will Throw Open to Tourist Some
of the Famous Archaeological
Ten miles shorter than any other
Dates of Sale, April 4 to
Treasures of the Republic.
Good
covered
hack
7,7
and
way.
good
(ONE
AY)
8, July 2 to 8, Sept. 1 to
San Antonio, Texas, April 14
teams.
a
few
Mexican
In
the
LOS ANGELES
governdays
7, Sept. 24 to 30, 1910.
Tiling' &caa.a to ZaJsa Fas
ment will grant a concession for the
r
G9s.g-eComfoxtalsle,
SAN DIEGO,
PORTLAND,
building of the Vera Cruz, Tabasco &
Campeche railroad. The main line of
SEATTLE,
SAN FRANCISCO,
the system will connect the points
A LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL USE.
TACOMA,
SACRAMENTO,
named and Santa Lucrecla and will
VANCOUVER and
One of the most valuable qualities of Mother's Friend is
be 750 kilometers in length. Brandh
and intermediates
s
VICTORIA B.C.
the future health of the mother. It is a
that it
roads will be run to , San Juan Bau-tist- a
to he applied externally to the body, the use of
liniment
and Coatzecoalos. The main line
&
which lubricates the muscles and tendons, softens the glands .
will run through the ancient city of
INo
HO
and
in
Red
ducts,
the
prevents
and
lumps
forming
breasts,
relieves
Telephone
the pain, nervous- Palenque where are situated extenDates of Sale, May 28th
PORTLAND, ORE. and
ness, nausea, and other troubles from which so many expectant mothers suffer. sive ruins of Aztec origin.
MRS.
OTTO
RETSCH.
to June 2 rd, July 9th to
The road will be financed and built
When Mother's Friend is used regularly it fits and prepares the system for an
points in the Northwest
York
New
and
by
and
London,
England,
natural consummation of the term. Women TOhn
16th.
n
tn
" - mason
V1UD
,
There Is no cough medicine so pup- - easy II mm
on o yn alwina ohta1
On Sale daily until April
..jrAMiH
i
capitalists who a few weeks ago obW11C" i"aDy
comes,
recover
BU"1"s
and
Tar It J
ular as Foley's
Return Limit, three months from
77,
tained a charter in the state of New
date of mile. Call on address.
sold at drug stores,
15th 1910.
J11
never fails to cure cougL, colds, Writ0 for our
The
Mexican
government
Jersey,
II. H, I.UTZ. Agent
free book
pectant
'
Hants Fe, N. M.
croup and bronchitis. Sold by Strip- -'
SEE SANTA FE AGENT.
stipulates that the road must be In op.
THE DRADFIELD CO., ATLANTA, GA. eration witttiin nine years.
ling Burrows Co.

SNOWFALL

El Paso

Southwestern

System

East or West

The Best Route

EUGENE A. FOX,

G.F.&P.

east-boun-

east-boun-

10,-00- 0

d.

THE

DENVER

.

R

I

ffers
SECOND

ONE WAY
CLASS COLONIST FARE

.

,

SANTA

FROM
NEW MEXICO

Stations in British

I

.

i

Columbia,

T

California, Idaho, Montana,
Nevada, Oregon & Washington

Match Jst, to April
WOODYS

1

5th

.

$35.20

LIRE

anti-septi-

c.

$45.20

Colonist Rates

$60.90

$25.00

FARE

MOTHER'S FRIEHD

a$5.00

-

FRESH EGGS

$36.05

CREAM

safe-guard-

MILK

$55.00

f

Mf
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of this Date

lo.

Ago

of the legislative districts of the new-statPROBLEM WAS
on a partisan Republican basis,
HOUR.
TOPIC OF THE
New Mexico's chances for statehood and that Delegate Joseph's bill prothe delegates to the conseem to be improving since Wyoming vides that convention
shall be electstitutional
and Idaho's cases have practically ed on the 'basis of the present terribeen settled. Denver News. It cer- torial apportionment. Both of these
tainly does look that way. In fact it statements must be equally false. No
may truly be said that in several re- bill was ever passed by Congress for
spects New Mexico is forging square- the admission of a state which underly to the front since the old prejudi- took to gerrymander the legislative
ces have become less pronounced, and districts, and no Congressman would
the people and press abroad show an jever think of doing sudh a thing. So
inclination to give us fair play.
far as known here no objection has
been raised to the apportionment proDispatches from Washington to vided by the recent constitutional
various newspapers contain a ridicu- convention, nor is there likely to be,
lous statement that Congress may for it is fair and just to all parties,
pass a bill to admit New Mexico, and has been so proclaimed time and
which shall include an apportionment again by all good citizens.

composed for that instrument.

Corn

July

102
58

Wheat Mav

14

Chicago, I!l., April
10!H-8- ;

7--

May
July CI
Oats May 43; July 40
Pork May 12.20; July 22.42
Lard May 12.75; July 12;
Ribs May 12.621-2- ;
July 12.45.
WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis,
April 14. Wool un
changed; territorial and western mediums 22&24; fine mediums 18ft20:

But

ON

fine

Phonograph

the universal musician. Because it masters not only one
instrument but all instruments. And it masters these instruments, not simply individually but collectively
it masters the
entire band, the whole orchestra, the singing voice of the
Grand Opera stars and the speaking voice of the monologist.
The Edison Phonograph brings to your home all of the
best music of every character. It plays both Standard and
Amberol Records
and Amberol Records play twice as long
as Edison Standard Records, which means that on Amberol
Records you get the many beautiful selections that are too
long to be played on ordinary records.
Can you afford to buy an instrument that offers you less
than the Edison ?
is

WAWTS

5--

FOR RENT Furnished room with
106 Johnson St.
bath. Gentleman.
FOR RENT Three furnished rooms
or housekeeping. 406 San Francisco
treet.
FOR
50c,

SALE Typewriter ribbons
satisfaction or your money back.

Stripling, Burrows

1114.

&

Company.

FOR SALE Lands irrigated by the
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Co., maps and prices at Charles E.
Michael, Real Estate.

LIVESTOCK.
Kansas City, April 14. Cattle Re
ceipts 3,000, including 200 southerns.
.uarkei strong to ten higher. Native
steers $6,2518.30;
southern steers
$5.25(7.75; southern cows $3.50(i( 5.75;
native cows and heifprs tin', i
stockers and feeders $4.50Q G.TsT bulls
$46; calves $3.75 8; western steers
$5.75(Ti8; western cows $4.25(fi 6.25.
Hogs
Receipts 8,000.
Market
steady to weak. Bulk $9.70 9
heavy $9.8510; packers and butchers
$9.75(f(9.95; light
$9.501 9.S5;
pigs

CIGAR SALESMAN WANTED Experience unnecessary. Sell our brands
to the rettail trade. Big pay. Write
for full particulars at once. Globe
Cigar Co., Cleveland, O.
HFORRl:NTWn most delightful part
of city.
house with
cellar; new bath, electric lights,
acre of rich
telephone,
garden,
$S.75((9.50,
small
young
fruits.
orchard,
Sheep
Receipts 5,000.
Market city and acequia water, yards for 200
steady. Muttons $6?r 8.50; lambs $8.25 hens, stable for horse and cow, room
C9.7,.; fed western wethers and year- for
carpenter shop. Address L., New
lings $7.50i9; fe(i western $6(f?,8.25
Mexican, or O. C. Watson Co.
Chicago, April 14. Cattle Receipts
4,000.
Market strong. Beeves $5.60
The annual meeting of the stock
(nS..,o; Texas steers $4.S0fi 6.35; west- holders
of the New Mexico Telephone
ern steers $5!r6.S5; stockers
and feed- Company will be held at its office, N.
ers $3.856.60; cows and
heifers $2 75 W. corner Plaza, Santa Fe,
Thursday,
n i.lO; calves $78.50.
April 21, 1910, 5 p. m.
-.'

one section of the country. It is as
widespread as the nation and characterizes the governments of municipalto
is
Loath
Economize
ities, countries, states and the naSays Congress
tion."
at Cost of Patronage Defends
The Amberol a There are Edison dealers everywhere. Go to the
Other Stylet
200
Incidentally Mr. Herrick condemned
Taft.
$12.50 to $125
nearest and hear the rklison Phonograph play both
the proposed postal savings bank. He
Edison Standard and Edison Amberol Records.
Get complete catalogs from your dealer or from us.
declared that the postoffice departa
14.
sweepWith
New York, April
ment is fun as a political organizaEdison Standard Records
sjc
Edison Amberol Records
50c
ing statement that American politics tion instead of a business department.
of
matter
Edison
Records
a
Grand
75c
into
to
$i.0O
Opera
have degenerated
"Since the Jackson administration,"
NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY
spoils and that the administration of he said, "the postoffice has been es- 75 L&keiide Avenue, Orange, N. J.
public affairs, "to an amazing degree, sentially a political organization. It
has been left to the incompetent and is now proposed that this department
Yon can dictate to the Eduon Business Phonograph twice u fast a any stenographer can take it.
dishonest," former Governor Myron which can lose $6i,000,000 on
onej
T. Herrick of Ohio, made a caustic branch of its business without excit-l
criticism of the public service tonight ing more than passing comment,!
in an address before the National Met- which has not
changed its method
al Trades Association at the Hotel since 1855 shall become the custodian '
ure of official life is short; on every 23,000,000,000 tons of
Astor.
lignite and
of the people's savings."
issue today it is in the minority.
tons of bituminous coal. Of
President
Mr. Herrick defended
The remedy for governmental evils
"Every Democrat in the land ihas these up to now a little under 8,000,-00Taft's administration, who he claimed in Mr. Herrick's opinion lies in the his face to the rising: sun of nemo- tons
had reduced the estimates for
extension of the activities of such or-- cratic opportunity, and, imbued with the state have been mined assuring to
a fuel supply that will last
and would effect a still fur- ganizations as the bureau of munici- - hope, is marching' on to
The di me present rate of
victory.
was
consumption
ther reduction if he
properly sup- pal resarch in New York and the; weak and wobblina- and inrmnotonr about 3,000
years.
in
ported by Congress. Members of Merriani commission
Chicago, administration of national affairs by
The
stated, however.
Congress were charged by Mr. Her- These and similar organizations, the Republicans supplies is with all Inf'attir, quantities
- i i
in
U,
rick with the waste and extravagance, should, Mr. Herrick maintained, car-- : the political arguments
J
Wg
whiclh, he claimed, permeated the de- ry their inquiries into every depart- - if we will present the facts of
Repub- - coal deposits are k ?ow "to exit
partments. "It is with the greatest ment of the national and state
incon- variation,
Republican
covering 5
reluctance," he said, "that Congress ernments and lay before the people an sistency, and Republican broken prom- - territory
unexnJored
but wh ch is
into
exact account of how their affairs are ises
approves any change that may
and feariessly to the depth of seam a L
earnestly
,'"
w
volve a decrease in patronage."
being transacted.
American electorate I feel confident Lignite of
good quality is found in an
our cause wHl be sustained.
Mr. Herrick said the bonded indebt(area of 2,000 square miles while un
edness of the cities was increasing
Rheumatic poisons are quickly and
"The Republican party stands for explored deposits cover another
5,000
much more rapidly than municipal as- surely driven out of the blood with tariff taxation that makes living a square miles.
sets and that taxes for operating ex- Dr. Shoop's Rheumatic Remedy liq- struggle for existence; for subsidies! The
umici ai 'hitnminnns r.ni
penses were becoming more burden- uid or tablet form. Dr. Shoop's book- that rob the many for the few; for posits are to be found in Erath
Palo
some with eacb succeeding year.
let on Rheumatism plainly and inter- economic heresies that paralyze indus- - Pinto, Parker, Wise,
Young, Maverick
"In 1902," he said, "the percentage estingly tells just how this is done. trial freedom; for centralization
in and Webb counties Producing lie
of the revenue of all the cities in the Tell some sufferer of this book, or government at
that de- - nite fields are located in Bastrop Fa
Washington
country to their debt was 37.3. By better still, write Dr. Shoop, Racine, stroys the society of the state; for yette, Hopkins, Houston Leon ' Me- 1909 this apercentage was decreased Wis., for the book and free test sam- political
usurpations that subvert the "ina, Milam, Reverston' and Wood
to 25.9. In cities above 100,000 in ples. Send no money. Just join with constitution; for reckless extrava- - counties, in which
the known and pos- population the municipal expenditures Dr. Shoop and give some sufferer a gance that is little less than crimi- - sible fields are said to extend ovr
s
increased 20 per cent per capita from pleasant surprise. Sold by
imai create
square miles alone
!,u,hii ijuiii-ishowing
Co.
1902 to 1907. If this increase conmonopoly and enslave the masses for that the estimates of Mr Campbell on
tinues, the pressure of taxation will
tine
special legislation that tramples un,
whole are extremely conservative
soon become intolerable and credit DEMOCRATIC OPPORTUNITY
der foot the right of man; and fori
this wealth of fuel'
Notwithstanding
exhausted.
IS AT HAND. a restrictive military government in. Texas at
present imports more coal
our insular possessions that violates than it
"The cause of governmental dishonproduces, a condition due to
the basic principle of the declaration the lack of
esty and incompetence is due, accordIndianapolis, Ind., April 14. "The
capital to develop the
ing to Mr. Herrick, to the fact that success of democracy is assured," deSh0uId be noted here that
ifieldShrd'rfVH"T
the ablest men in the country are at- clared, Congressman William Sulzer
from the em- - the output of 18,000,000 tons mention-pirstate. The special election for,ed above extends over a
tracted by the extraordinary oppor- of New York, in a speech here last
period of
tunities that business affords in the night. Mr. Sulzer's address was de- hpPnpMnJhitlVeB
soon
nearly 20 years. It is expected,
Cngre,Sf
n
a
and
to
refuse
United States
adopt
prove all I say and ever, that within the next few years
livered in reply to the toast "Demopolitical career.
cratic Opportunity" at the Jefferson be another indication of the way thei Texas will become one of the great- linlltlpal firing" " liiTT.f,v
nc trloin, est coal producers in the union, veryu.uwiug,.
"Many of those who Tiave assumed birthday banquet under the auspices
wm
uemocrauc
m tne promising develonmpnt
go
the administrative functions of gov- of the Indiana democracy.
suieiy
having alat coming election."
"Democratic opportunity is
ernment," he said, "are so poorly
ready taken place.
qualified for tlheir duties, so devoid of hand." said the speaker. "The Republican party has failed to redeem TEXAS HAS COAL
high purposes, that the consequent
One Conductor Who Was Cured
FOR 3,000 YEARS.
waste
is
and
appalling. its promises; it has disappointed the
Mr. Wilford Adams is his name, and
This condition is not confined to any people; it has been weighed in the
he
writes about it. "Some time ago
More Than Thirty Billion Tons of
particular administration nor to any balance and found wanting; its ten- I was confined to my bed with chronic
Fuel in Sight Only 8,000,000
rheumatism. I used two bottles of
Tons Mined to Date.
HERRICK DECLARES POLITICS
AND SPOILS SYNONYMOUS.

1221-8- .

53-1--

may master one instrument piano, violin,
flute or cornet and much of the music

STATEHOOD

pfd.

7--

New York, April 14 Lead dull 435
ft 440; copper dull, standard spot and
May 12.60ra 12.70; silver
GRAIN. PORK, LARD AND RIBS.

A Great Musician

ay
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Farmers Saloon

S
1!

MORIARTY,

rl

NEW MEXICO

FINE WINES LIQUOKS
A. M. HUNTER,

&

CIGARS

Proprietor.

Stripling-Burrow-

Saloonist
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Plays - Players

"A Stubborn Cinderella" which has
been secured to appear in the Elks'
theater next Wednesday night is a
musical comedy, a product of Chicago,
where it holds the long run record.
The production offers Homer B. Mason, who heads the cast, many oppor- -

f:

,

.,

..

","::"v

?,

,

.i,

Foley's Kidney Remedy with good effect, and the third bottle put me on
my feet and I resumed work as conductor on the Lexington, Ky., Street
Railway. It gave me more relief than
any medicine I had ever used, and it
will do all you claim in case of rheutunities to show his ability. Miss t good songs and dhoruses galore. Miss matism." Foley's Kidney Remedy
Carolyn Lilja, prima donna, has the Lilja as "Cinderella" is captivating, cures rheumatism by eliminating the
role of a young woman of title whose and Mr. Mason gets all that is possi- nric acid from the blood. Sold by
life has been so protected that she is ble out of the role of the rapid col-- Stripling-Burrow- s
Co.
innocent of all matters worldly. Mr. lege youth. This particular Cinderella
Mason is seen as a lively young blade can be played for an easy winner,
NURSES OF SAN ANTONIO
in a swift college town. Musically j The seat sale opens Saturday morn-thHOSPITAL GO ON STRIKE
piece is a delight, with rattling ing April 16 at Fischer's drug store. ban Antonio, Texas, April 14.
Could you study dietetics on yourself
if Hamburger steak, frijoles (the
name for a certain brand of beans)
and potatoes were served on the same
,.,?.,":,,,,
plate? This is the question eleven
nurses of the physicians and surgeons'
hospital of this city would like the
superintendent of the institution to
answer. That worthy so far has remained silent but the directors are
now taking an interest in the matter
and there is a chance of something
being done.
A few days ago the entire
day staff
of nurses of the hospital walked out
j because the bill of fare provided them
was not airractive enough, and because everything was put on the same
plate. From the nurses' point of view
the conglomeration
the
precluded
study of dietaries on themselves and
further the sameness of the bill of
fare. Hamburger, frijoles and spuds,
and vice versa and now and then a
start with frijoles instead of spuds
,and Hamburgers, made investigation
somewhat impossible, the matter is
now before the learned board of directors who know a little about dieSan Antonio, Texas, April 14.
According to a report issued by M. R.
Campbell of the United "States geological survey, Texas originally had
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tetics themselves.
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MARKETREPORT
MONEY AND METALS.
New York, April 14. Call money

per cent; prime mercantile
Mexican dollars 44;
paper 4
Amalgamated 75
Atchison 1141-2- ;
New York Central 125
Southern
3--

HOCKEY GIRLS.
In "A Stubborn Cinderella" a Musical Comedy Which Will Be Seen

M

-

i

at the Elks Theater Wednesday Night.

1

We call the attention of the public
to the advertising and business card
of A. M. Hunter, a man who although
engaged in the liquor business in the
town of Moriarty, N. M., has through
his business card, and the power of
Almighty God, become a great instrument for good.
The following is a true copy of his
business description printed on the
back of his card, and used solely for
advertising his saloon and drawing

trade.

This man came into the Estancia
valley for the purpose of homestead-in- g
and homemaking. He suffered as
many others through the drouth in
the valley and as he said, he had a
family to support and becoming dis
couraged he went into the saloon business.
He was above the average in intellect and was considered honest in
business dealings. People who knew
him will say tlhere was a peculiarity
about him, and this we discover in
the position he took relative to his
business, the saloon, not only in its
effect upon himself, but also on his

5--

Union Pacific 188

fellowman.
Love for his family and the dire
need of the moment were the ties
tihat bound him to the hated business
and caused him to sacrifice his hope
for salvation, and with his own hand
to remove the the light from his
path.
Then evil beset him and Ihe went in
ways he would not have gone, even in
the path of him who goeth down with
strong drink. Trouble came and the
door of the county jail stood open to
receive him, but ttie
arm of the Lord was with him, and
the dark day passed. The fetters that
bound him were loosed, and he returned again to his homestead a wiser,
stronger and better man we hope.
This has been written to explain
this wonderfully strange man, whose
conscience compelled him to tell the
truth about the business he was
tempted to engage in.
Any one doubting the genuineness
of this card will be furnished with
certified evidence,
as affidavits to
same are held by the president and
vice president of the Santa Fe Woman's Christian Temperance Union.

DAYLIGHT TRAIN TO EL PASO

VIA
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL

,'-:- v

and EL PASO and SOUTHWESTERN

Leaving Santa Ke 8,45 a. m.
Arriving El Paso 10,40 p. n,.

RETURNING
Leaving El Paso 8.00 a. m.'
Arriving Santa Ke 9.45 p. in.'

Close connections at El Paso for Los Angeles, Calif., and
points in Souihern New Mexico and Arizona on Southern
Pacific and El Paso & Southwestern.
QUICK TIME TO ALL POINTS EAST

lain llO. 4i

TMn:
1

T

Will leave Santa Fe 8 45 a.m.
Arrive at Kansas Olty 6,50 p. m. next day
Arrive at Chicago 8.20 a.m. 2nd day

E. P. & S. W. and Rock Island trains carry Standard
Pullman and Tourist Sleepers, Chair Cars and Coaches

J.P.LYNG,

3--

Pacific 127

a

N. m.

Kriuncls ami neighbors. I am grateful for the past favor end lnv-tn- u
supplied my store with a fine line of choice liquors, allow me to
inform you that I shall continue to make drunkards, paupers or
beKtrars for t he sober, industrious, respectable
of the community
to support. My liquors will excite Hot. robbery part
and bloodshed;
they
will diminish your comforts Increase your expense and
shorten
life. I shall confidently recommend them as sure to multiply fatalyour
accidents and increase incurable diseases. They will deprive some of life,
others of reason, many of character and all of peace.
They will make
fathers fiends, wives widows, children orplians and all poor. I will
train your sons in infidelity, dissipation,
Ignorance, lewdness and
every other vice. I will corrupt the minister of religion, obstruct
the irospel. defile the church and cause as much temporal and eternal
death as 1 can. I will thus accommodate the public it may be at
the loss or my never dyintr soul but I have a family to support, the
business pays and the public encourages it. 1 have paid my license
and the tralac is law ful and if I don't sell it somebody else will. I
know the Bible says, "thou shall not kill; no drunkard shall enter the
to fare
kingdom of heaven," and I do not expect the drunkard-mnke- r
any better,' but I want an easy living and I have resolved to gather
of
on
I
fatten
and
the wage iniquity
the ruin of my species.
shall
therefore carry on my business and do my best to diminish
the wealt h
of the nation and endanger the safety of t he state. As my business
flourishes in proportion to your insensibility and ignorance.
w ill do
my best to prevent moral,
purity and Intellectual growth. Should
I
refer you to the pawnshops, the poor house,
you doubt by ability,
the police court and the gallows, where you will find many of my best
Customers have gone. A sight of them will convince you that I do
what I say. Allow me to inform you that you are fools and that 1 am
an honest saloon keeper.

,

-

at Moriarty,

5--
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City Freight & Passenger Agent.
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GROCERY AND BAKERY

TJ
OplCS.

having issued a worthless check. The
couple had been married three years
i
They came from Kansas City recently.
j
Will Rebuild Hotel at Cloudcroft
ij
(Continued From Pago 1" wo.)
" The Cloudcroft
hotel is a certainty.
NOTICE Typewriter ribbons 50c, The contract was signed between H.
j
satisfaction or your money back. Car- - j Simmons, general manager of the
nbon paper as low, same
southwestern railroad on the part of
Company.
Stripling, Burrows
the COmpany, and Frank Powers, of El
Meeting Tomorrow The Woman's Paso the builder. The contract sped
'Auxiliary and Guild will meet at 2:30 fips that wor; js to begin as soon as
o'clock tomorrow afternoon at the possible, but the building will not be
home of Mrs. Grant Rivenburg.
(completed in time for this year's sum- Will Meet Tomorrow The Woman's jmer season xhe cost of the building
Aid.JSociety of the First Presbyterian anQ imI)rovements will be $100,000.
church will meet witli Mrs. Warner The buiding will be two stories with
;at the home of Mrs. Winter at
basenieilt, finished on the exterior in
p. m. tomorrow.
roniPnt mission finish. As soon as the
.
Supervisor Stewart Better-Sup- er-(
d and excava
rmt out of
J
I
lions can begin, Mr. Powers will begin
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COAL YARD

Lumber and all kinds
of building material.

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

YA.RD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Red Phone 100

Phone Red 100

T0MAS P. DELGADO Mgr.
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N THE CITY FOR
GOODS AT BARGAINS.

FOR THIS WEEK
ONLY WE OFFER A SPECIAL
SALE ON LADIES SUITS AND SKIRTS WHICH
I SECURED ON MY TRIP EAST. WE HAVE ONE HUNDRED
;
Suits and Two Hundred Skirts as Sample line. No two alike- Of the latest
and fashion in the market. The original price on suits from $20.00 to $45.00 per suit
under this sale they will go from $12.50 to $20.00. There is a saving of over 100 per cent. Skirls
from $7.50. to $18 00, now from $5.00 to $10.00. Call in and see the handsome display and
pick your Summer Suit. WE ALSO HAVE A GOOD MANY OTHER
BARGAINS WHICH I SECURED EAST AND WHICH ARE
NOW BEING SOLD AT THE
-

SAME MARGIN.
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